The Collection
We spend over 20,000 hours in bed (that’s up to a third of our life!),
which means our bedrooms are more than just a room where we
simply go to sleep. They’re our haven, our sanctuary and the one
room that most affects our ability to be healthy and happy.
And as the room where we spend most of our time, it’s crucial we
choose the perfect bed that is not only supremely comfortable, but is
also luxurious and stylish, offering both a rejuvenating and beautiful
night’s sleep. With over 100 years’ experience in handcrafting
bespoke, made-to-measure mattresses and beds for the finest homes
and hotels around the world, Hypnos offers all this and more.

Based in Buckinghamshire, this close family-run business holds strong ethical values
and has a reputation for outstanding service. Offering the very best in British quality
and design, the company has a long-held Royal Warrant, which acts as a mark of
excellence and proudly distinguishes it from other bed manufacturers. It has also been
voted ‘Bed Manufacturer of the Year’ twice, a testament to the supreme quality and
design of all its beds.
All of Hypnos’ beds are handcrafted using time-honoured skills and are uniquely
designed to provide unparalleled support, comfort and functional luxury. Each mattress
has intelligent pocket spring technology, which actively minimises pressure points on
the body, helping to increase blood circulation and alleviate tension, which in turn
allows muscles to relax. And only the finest natural and sustainable materials are used
in its beds and mattresses to provide soft, breathable layers, which work together to
help regulate body temperature and repel allergens for a truly restful night’s sleep.
Passionate about creating the perfect bed, not only stylish, but the world’s most
comfortable, Hypnos prides itself on making luxurious, sustainable and award-winning
beds that are second to none.
So take a trip with Hypnos through its latest lookbook and share in its passion for
creating the perfect and most beautiful sleep sanctuary.

Boho luxe

Shimmering silver hues reminiscent of a starry night sky,
coupled with an eclectic mix of distressed wooden
furniture and luxurious gold metallic and white ornamental
accessories, gives an edgier yet lavish boho look.
A grand, curved and winged headboard finished in rich
pewter fabric creates an inviting haven and a bed that
offers endless possibilities.

Hypnos Regal Signature mattress with deep divan base
complete with in-built storage drawers and Elizabeth Euro-Wide
and winged headboard, all in bespoke Osamu Steel fabric by Harlequin.

Industrial

The industrial look is the ultimate in modernist
sophistication. Exposed beams and bricks paired with
elements of aged timber and dazzling copper metalwork
create a sanctuary for the ultimate city dweller. The look
is completed by a bed with clean and angular lines which
holds its own against the use of hard surfaces. Mixed
with bold, dark colours and patterns, an urban sleep
environment that is rich in texture and style is created.

Hypnos Orthos Cashmere mattress
with shallow divan base with
round aluminium legs and Grace
headboard, all in Hypnos Linoso
602 Blue fabric.

Boutique hotel

Decadent and sophisticated, an opulent colour palette
of warm teal and exotic lime, accented by crisp white
accessories, creates an appearance influenced by luxurious
boutique hotels from around the world. The use of a tall
headboard in contrasting fabric to the divan base, ensures
the bed is the focal point of the room and adds an extra
touch of sumptuous glamour.

Hypnos Regency Sandringham Supreme mattress with deep divan
base in Henna Black fabric by Sanderson and Faye Extra-Tall
headboard in contrasting Ruskin Linden fabric by Sanderson.

Tribal

An alliance of calming shades contrasting against deep
earthy tones of pecan and caramel means this look is
all about embracing geometric and tribal patterns and
complementing them with natural materials to bring the
great outdoors inside. Finish with a plush headboard and
bed to create the perfect soothing and natural environment.

Hypnos Heritage Countess Supreme mattress
with deep divan base and Isobella Euro-Slim headboard,
all in Hypnos Imperio 103 Fawn fabric.
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